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This policy was approved by the Finance, Personnel and Premises Committee of the Governing Body 
on 19 May 2020.  It will be reviewed in May 2022 or earlier if there are any legislative changes that 
affect its provisions. 
 
 
This policy will be published on the Academy’s website www.greigcityacademy.co.uk and  
made available on request to the Principal’s PA, V. Oxley, in the following formats: e-mail,  
enlarged print version, others by arrangement. 

 

http://www.greigcityacademy.co.uk/
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Greig City Academy 

Data Protection Policy 
 
1. Aims 
 
1.1 The Academy aims to ensure that all personal data collected about staff, students, parents, 

governors and other individuals in contact with the school are collected stored and processed 
in accordance with the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and the provisions of the 
Data Protection Act (DPA) 2018. This policy applies to all personal data regardless of the way 
it is used, recorded and stored and whether it is held in paper files or electronically.  

 
2. Legislation and guidance 
 
2.1 This policy meets the requirements of the GDPR and the expected provisions of the DPA 2018. 

It is based on guidance published by the Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO), the ICO’s 
code of practice for subject access requests and the ICO’s code of practice for the use of 
surveillance cameras and personal information. 

 
3. Definitions  
 

Term Definition 

Personal data  
 
 

Information relating to an identified or identifiable individual such as 
name, address, identification number. 

Special category 
data  

• Personal data that are more sensitive and need more protection. They 
relate to race or ethnic origin, political opinions, religious beliefs or other 
beliefs of a similar nature, trade union membership, physical or mental 
health, sexual orientation, biometric and genetic data.  

The Academy also processes sensitive information that is not set out in 
the legislation as ‘special category personal data’. This includes 
information about children’s services interactions, free school meal 
status, pupil premium eligibility, elements of special educational need  
information, safeguarding information and some behaviour  
data. Such data will also be treated with the same high status as 
special categories set out in law.  

Data subject The individual whose personal data is held or processed. 
 

Processing Anything done to personal data such as collecting, recording, organising, 
storing, adapting, retrieving, using, disseminating, erasing or destroying. 
 

Subject access 
request 

Anybody who makes a request to see personal data held on them or 
their child is making a subject access request. All information relating to 
the individual may be considered for disclosure. 
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4. The data controller 
 
4.1 As a data controller, Greig City Academy collects and uses certain types of personal 

information about staff, students, parents and other individuals who come into contact with 
the school in order to provide education and associated functions.  

4.2 The Academy is also required by law to collect and use certain types of information to comply 
with statutory obligations. This includes CCTV images which may be used to capture material 
for security and safety purposes.  

4.3 Schools have a duty to be registered, as data controllers, with the ICO detailing the 
information held and its use. The Academy has notified the ICO of its processing activities and 
these are published on the ICO’s website. The Academy’s ICO registration number is 
Z3527658.  

  
5. Roles and responsibilities 
 
5.1 This policy applies to all staff employed by the Academy, and to external organisations or 

individuals working on our behalf.  
5.2 The Governing Body has ultimate responsibility for compliance with data protection law. 

Governors also have an oversight role in making sure the Academy has good network security 
to keep personal data protected. This includes having a business continuity plan in place that 
has cyber resilience as a consideration.  

5.3 The Academy’s Data Protection Officer (DPO) is: 
 

Paul Letford, Assistant Principal:  pletford@greigcityacademy.co.uk  
(020) 8609 0100 

 
5.4 The DPO is responsible for: 
 

i. promoting a culture of data protection within the Academy;  
ii. advising and training staff about their data obligations; 
iii. monitoring compliance, including managing internal data protection activities; 
iv. conducting annual audits; 
v. advising when data protection impact assessments are required; 
vi. being the first point of contact for data protection enquiries;  
vii. being the point of contact for the Information Commissioner; and   
viii. reporting directly to the Finance, Personnel and Premises Committee of the 

Governing Body. 
 

5.5 All staff must: 
 

i. collect, store and process personal data in accordance with this policy; and 
ii. contact the DPO with any concerns or queries, including if they believe there has 

been a data breach. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:pletford@greigcityacademy.co.uk
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6. Principles 
 
6.1 The Academy shall comply with the GDPR Principles (Article 5) to ensure all personal data it 

controls and processes are: 
 

i. processed lawfully, fairly and in a transparent manner  
ii. collected for specified, explicit and legitimate purposes and not further processed in 

a manner that is incompatible with those purposes 
iii. adequate, relevant and limited to what is necessary in relation to the purposes for 

which they are processed 
iv. accurate and, where necessary, kept up to date 
v. processed in a secure manner  
vi. not kept for longer than is necessary  

 

6.2 The Academy shall demonstrate compliance with the GDPR (Article 5(2)) by: regularly 
reviewing the effectiveness of data handling and security controls; conducting an annual audit 
of all data processing; conducting data protection impact assessments to assess the risks 
involved in any processing that is likely to result in high risk to individuals' interests; and 
providing data protection awareness training for all staff. 
 

7. Processing personal data 
 
7.1 We will process personal data only where we have one of these six lawful bases (GDPR Article 

6) to do so: 
 

i. to comply with a legal obligation 
ii. to fulfil a contract 
iii. to perform a task in the public interest 
iv. where the individual or the individual’s parent has freely given consent 
v. to ensure the vital interests of an individual 
vi. for the legitimate interests of the Academy or third party 

 
7.2 For special categories of personal data, we will also meet one of the special category 

conditions for processing as defined in Article 9 of the GDPR. 
7.3 We will define the relevant lawful basis for the different types of personal data we process in 

our annual data audit. In the majority of cases, the lawful basis for the Academy will be public 
interest, consent or legal obligation. 

7.4 Whenever we first collect personal data directly from individuals, we will provide them with a 
privacy notice that explains the sort of data we collect, our reasons for collecting them and 
how we share information with other organisations. Privacy notices also explain individuals’ 
rights to access their own personal data and the right to withdraw consent at any time. 

 
8. Consent for promotional purposes, photographs/recordings 
 
8.1 The Academy may make use of limited personal data (such as contact details) relating to 

students, their parents or guardians for promotional purposes and to maintain relationships 
with students and alumni, but only where consent has been freely provided. 

8.2 When a student joins the Academy, both the student and the parent are asked to sign a 
consent form for photographs to be taken/recordings to be made for use in Academy 
publications, its website and social media sites. If either student or parent wishes to limit or 
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object to the use of photographs/recordings the Data Protection Officer should be notified in 
writing. 

 
8.4 Where the media or organisations running events for student groups request photographs 

and names of students for promotional or congratulatory purposes, consent specifically for 
that purpose will be requested from students and, where appropriate, parents.  

 
9. CCTV 
 
9.1 We use CCTV in various locations around the school site to ensure it remains safe. We will 

adhere to the ICO’s code of practice for the use of CCTV. We do not need to ask people’s 
permission to use CCTV, but we make it clear where individuals are being recorded. Security 
cameras are clearly visible and accompanied by prominent signs explaining that CCTV is in use.  

 
10. Disclosure of personal data to third parties  
 
10.1 The Academy is required by law to pass some information about students to the Department 

for Education (DfE) under regulation 5 of The Education (Information About Individual Pupils) 
(England) Regulations 2013. We share information with other agencies prescribed by law, 
such as the Qualifications and Curriculum Authority (QCA), Ofsted, the Education and Skills 
Funding Agency (ESFA), the Department of Health (DH).  We are also required to pass a 
student’s personal data to any school to which s/he transfers. 

10.2 The Academy may receive requests from other third parties to disclose personal data we hold 
about students, their parents/carers or staff. This information will not generally be disclosed 
unless at least one of the following applies: 

 
i. the data subject has given consent; 
ii. for safeguarding or child protection purposes; 
iii. where it is in the student’s or staff member’s interests to do so, e.g. in emergency 

situations; 
iv. for the prevention or detection of crime; 
v. for the purpose of, or in connection with, legal proceedings or obtaining legal advice; 
vi. for research and statistical purposes, provided personal data are sufficiently 

anonymized or consent has been provided;  
vii. a supplier needs data to enable the Academy to provide services to staff or students 

– for example IT companies. 
 
10.3 Anyone who wishes to limit or object to any use of personal data by third parties, except as 

stated above, should notify the Data Protection Officer in writing, or contact the relevant 
authority (the contact details for which can be supplied by the Academy).  

 
11. Confidentiality of student concerns  
 
11.1 Where a student raises concerns with a member of staff and expressly withholds agreement 

to their personal data being disclosed to their parents/guardian, the Academy will maintain 
confidentiality unless it has reasonable grounds to believe that the student does not fully 
understand the consequences of withholding their consent, or where the Academy believes 
disclosure will be in the best interests of the student or other students.  
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12. Subject access requests  
 
12.1 A subject access request should be made in writing to the DPO. If a person with a disability or 

very little English finds it impossible or unreasonably difficult to make a request in writing, we 
will make a reasonable adjustment.  

12.2 The Academy will grant students access to their personal data if, in our reasonable belief, s/he 
understands the nature of the request. It is generally accepted that, by the age of 13, a child 
has sufficient maturity to understand the nature of the request.  

12.3 Where a student does not have sufficient understanding to make a request, a person with 
parental responsibility may make a request on his/her behalf so long as the DPO is satisfied 
that: the student lacks sufficient understanding; and that the request is in his/her interests.  

12.4 A response will be given within one calendar month of receiving the request. The DPO may 
ask for any further information reasonably required. The Academy reserves the right to extend 
the compliance period to between 2 and 3 months. In such a case the data subject will be 
informed as to the reason for the extension. 

12.5 Where a request is manifestly unfounded or excessive, the Academy has the right to refuse to 
respond. The individual will be informed of this decision and the reasoning behind it as well 
as his/her right to complain to the Information Commissioner’s Office (See 21.2). 

12.6 If an individual discovers that information that the Academy holds in relation to him/her is 
inaccurate or out of date, s/he should write to the DPO setting out the inaccuracy and the 
accurate position. This information will be corrected where the Academy agrees that the 
previous information was inaccurate. If the Academy disagrees that the information is 
inaccurate, the matter will be discussed with the individual, but the Academy has the right to 
maintain the original information. If the individual is unhappy with this outcome s/he has the 
right to make a complaint to the Information Commissioner’s Office (See 21.2). 

 
12.7 Access to records will be refused in instances where an exemption applies (Section 13). 
 
13. Relevant exemptions to access by data subjects  
 
13.1 Individuals will not be allowed to access personal data in cases where information sharing may 

place a child at risk of significant harm or jeopardise police investigations into any alleged 
offence(s).  

13.2 Confidential references given by the Academy, are exempt from access. The Academy will 
treat as exempt any reference it provides for the purpose of the prospective education, 
training or employment of any student, member of staff or volunteer.  

13.4 Examination scripts are exempt from disclosure. However, any comments recorded by the 
examiner on the script or in a form that allows them to be applied to the script are not exempt.   

 
14. Right to be forgotten  
 
14.1 Where any personal data are no longer required for their original purpose, an individual may 

demand that the processing is stopped and all their personal data are erased by the school 
including any data held by contracted processors. 

 
15. Educational records  
 
15.1 Academies are not required to provide educational records if a parent requests them, as the 

Education (pupil information) Regulations 2005, which places this obligation on maintained 
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schools, does not apply to academies. However, the Academy chooses to comply with such 
requests.  

  
16. Security and storage of records  
 
16.1 Paper-based records and portable electronic devices such as laptops and hard drives that 

contain personal data are kept under lock and key when not in use. 
16.2 Staff are made aware that papers containing confidential personal data must not be left 

anywhere where there is general access. 
16.3 Where personal information needs to be taken off site in paper form a note will be left in the 

file from which it has been taken, stating when it was taken and by whom. The file will be 
signed in again when returned. Whilst off-site the documents are the responsibility of the 
member of staff who took them and should be kept in an opaque folder and, where possible, 
on the person at all times. 

16.4 Where personal information is taken off site in electronic form, encryption software will be 
used to protect portable devices and removable media. 

16.5 Where personal information needs to be sent by email this should be as a password protected 
file and the password shared by different message by text or by phone call. 

16.6 Where information is held on laptops/tablets that travel between school and home, both the  
device and the files must be password protected 

16.7 Staff who store personal information on their personal devices must follow the same security 
procedures as the school-owned equipment.  

 
17. Disposal of records 
 
17.1 Personal data that are no longer needed will be disposed of securely. Personal data that have 

become inaccurate or out of date will also be disposed of securely, where we cannot or do 
not need to rectify or update it. 

17.2 We will shred paper-based records, and overwrite or delete electronic files. We may also use 
a third party to safely dispose of records on the school’s behalf. If we do so, we will require 
the third party to provide sufficient guarantees that it complies with data protection law.  

 
18. Personal data breaches 
 
14.1 The Academy will make all reasonable endeavour to ensure there are no personal data 

breaches. In the unlikely event of a suspected breach, we will report to the ICO within 72 
hours. 

 
19. Training 
 
19.1 All staff and governors will be provided with data protection awareness training as part of 

their induction process. Data protection awareness will also form part of CPD, including when 
changes to legislation, guidance or the Academy’s processes make it necessary. 

 
20. Monitoring  
 
20.1 The DPO is responsible for monitoring and reviewing this policy. The policy will be reviewed 

and updated if necessary when the Data Protection Bill receives royal assent and becomes law 
(as the Data Protection Act 2018) if any changes are made to the bill that affect the Academy’s 
policy or practice. Otherwise, this policy will be reviewed every two years and shared with the 
full Governing Body. 
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21. Contacts  

 
21.1 If anyone has any concerns, comments or questions in relation to this policy they should 

contact:  
 

Paul Letford, Data Protection Officer, 020 8609 0148 or pletford@greigcityacademy.co.uk.  
 
21.2 Further advice and information is available from:  

Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO)  
https://ico.org.uk  
Telephone: 0303 123 1113 or 01625 545 745.  

mailto:pletford@greigcityacademy.co.uk
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